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Introduction

Let X be a connected topological space, and let H(X) be the

monoid of hornotopy equivalence8 of X. The group of self-equivalen

ces of X, E(X) , i8 defined to be woH(X) • A homomorphism
a : G ~ E(X) i8 called a homotopy action of G on X. Equivalently,
the assignment of a self-homotopy equivalence a(g) : X ~ X to aach

9 E G such that a(g1g2)'~ a(g1)a(92) and a(1) ~ 1x is also
called a homotopy action. Since it is easier to construct self-homo

topy equivalences rather than horneomo~phisms of X, it is natural to

consider the questions of existence of actions first on the homotopy

level, (i.e. homptopy actionsl and then try to find an equivalent

topological action. A topological G-action ~ on Y is said to be

equivalent to a homptopy action a on X, if tbere exists a homo

topy equivalence f: Y'~ X which commutes with ~ and a up to

hornotopy, i.e. f is homotopy equivariant (for short, f is an
h-G-map). This i5 the point of view taken in [16) and~the motivation

for G. Cooke's study of the question:
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ful and informative conversations. Special thanks to Leonard Scott for explaining

the results of [8] to me ~hich inspired some of the algebraic results~ and to

Stefan Jackowski for his·helpful and detailed comments on the first. version of

this paper.
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Quest10n ,. Given a homotopy action a on X, when 1s (X,a) equi
valent to a topological action?

The problem i8 quickly and efficiently turned into a lifting

problem: A homomorphism a : G ~ E(X) yields a map Ba : BG ~ BE(X) .

On the other hand the exact sequence of meneids H,(X) ~ H(X) ~ E(X)

yields a fibration' BH, (X) ~ BH(X) ~ BE(X) •

Theorem (G. Cooke) [16]. (X,a)

if and only if Ba: BG ~ BE(X)
BH(X) ~ BE(X) •

is equivalent to a topological action
lifts to BH(X) in the fibration

Note that if X does not have' a "homotopically simple structure",

e.g. if X is not a K(w,n) and dirn X<~ , then tti(BH,(X)) i~

exceedingly difficult..~~ calculate, and the above lifting problem will
• ..r:"'"......

have infinitely many apriori non-zero obstructions. Hewever, if G

is a finite group (and we will assume this thraughout) and X i8 10

calized away fram the prime divisors of [GI, e.g. if tt, (X) = 1 and

X is rational, then all the obstructions vanish, and any such (X,a)

i8 equivalent to a topological action. Algebraically, this can be in

terpreted by the fact that all the relevant RG-modules (where R ia a

ring of characteristic prime to lai) are serni-simple and consequently
cohomologically trivial. Thus the interest lies in the "modular case n

,

(i.e. when a prime divisor of lai divides the characteristic of R)
and the inetgral ease R = Z •

In eomparison ~ith topological actions, homo~opy actions have
very little structure in general. For instance, there ,are no analogues
of .lIfixed point sets", lI orbit spaces" er "isotropy groupsu. This makes

a general study of hornotopy actions a difficult task. Notwithstanding,
there has been some applications to problems in homotopy theory and

geometrie (differential) topology (e.g. [5] [6] ['6] [22] [34] [35]
for a sampie) •

Given a homatopy functor hand a homotopy action af G, say
(X,a) , we abtain a nrepresentation of G" . E.g. if X. K(~,n) and

'"h C Rn ' then ttn(X) = ~ becomes a ~G-module. In this case, any ZG-
module, n also gives rise to a homotopy G-action on X ~ K(n,n) ,
and in fact a· topalogical G-action.
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For spaces which~are not homotopically easy to unde~~tand (such

as most manifolds a~d finite dimensional spaces) hornologyand.cohorno
logy provide a ~ore useful representation module. From this point of

vlew, spaces w~th a single non-vanishing homology, known-as Moore
~paces, are the sirnplest to study. For simp11city, ·suppose'we are

given a ZG-module M which 1s Z-free. Then 1t 1s ea~y to see that

there exists'a homotopy action a of G on a bouquet of spheres X
- ",.such that H.(X) = M as ZG-modules. We say that "(X,a) realizes

Mn , or that M 1s realizable by (X,a) • An obstruction theory argu

ment shows that the question of realizability of IG-modules by horno-
. .

.topy G-actions on Moore spaces has a 2-torsion obstruction ([7] [22])
wh1ch can be identified wlth appropriate cohornological invariants of

the ZG-module M ([7] P. Vogel, unpublished). In relation wlth the
question of how close these homotopy actions are to topological

actions, one should mention the following well-known problem attri
buted to Steenrod [26]:

Qusstion 2. Is an integral representation of G realizable by a G
action on a Moore space? -_..- . ,.

There has been some partial progress in· answering ··the above

question and we refer the reader to [3] [9] [13) [2~]. [30] [32] [33]

and their references. In an attempt to understand homotopy actions, we

will specialize and apply the methods of this paper to the above prob

lem. Thus constructions and the study of the counterexa~ples for

Question 2 in this paper should be regarded as a me~od of producing

and investigating t1invariants of homotopy actions ll for more general

spaces.

Aa mentioned above, the uaual nation of transformation groups

such as fixed points, isotropy groups, and orbit spaces do not carry
over to homotopy actions as suth. Therefore, WB will· try to attach

other invariants, mostly of cohomological nature, to both G-spaces

and homotopy G-actions, and compare them. For topological actions

these invariants are naturally (and expectedly) related to fixed

point sets and isotropy groups (whenever they are well-defined). Thus

we have placed special emphasis on topological actions with some
finiteness condition on the underlying space (e.g. finite cohomolo

gical dimension) as well as G-actions with collapsing ~pectral
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sequence in thelr Borel construction. On the algebraic side, our fee
ling i8 that the category of integral (modular) representation8of 'G
~hich arise as homology (cohomology) of G-spaces i8 an important part

of the category of all representations, and its algebrai~ study is
worthwhile in its'own right. The projectivity criterion (Thm. 2.1) as

weIl as th~ complexity criterions (Sec. 3). and their consequences are

same steps in this direction.

In comparinq homotopy and topological actions, we will stud~:

question 3. When i8 a representation of G realizable by the homo

logy of a G-space?

As we will see below, there are integral (and modular) represen
tations of Gwhich are not realizable via the homology of any .
G-space (we do not restriet ourselves to Moore spaces). On the other

hand, there are representations which are not rea'l~zable by G-actions

on Moore spaces but they can still be realized.by G-actions on othe~

spaces (Sect1an 5). All these representations arise fram homotopy
actions. These examples show that, even for homologically s~mple

spaces, such as bouquet of spheres, the collect10n of integral re

presentation of G on H*(X) induced by a homotopy action
a : G ~ E(X) does not by itself decide whether (X,a) 1s equivalent

to a topological action. It is the interrelationship of.all Hi(X)

as ZG-modules which determines the realizability in this case (Sec

tion 5 ). In the applications of homotopy actions to differential

topological problems, one often. needs to find finite dimensional

G-spaces which realize a given homotopy action. The solution to th'e

lifting problem rnentioned earlier in the introduction, provides an

infinite dimensional free G-space. In this context~ the following

problem i8 often necessary to answer:

Question 4. Suppose X
space and ~: G x X ~ X

dimensional G-space K

equivalence?

is homotopy equivalent to a finite dimensional
is an action. When does there exist a finite

and a G-map f: X ~ K inducing hornotopy

. ~e study this problem and the related question Question 3 by

nreduction to p-groupsn;-This is the subject of a .future paper. In

particular, one has satisfactory characterizations for groups with

periodic cohomology and some other classes of groups which includes
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nilpoten~ groups or same of the alternating groups.

Notation and conventions. All rings are cornrnutative with unit. F p
is·the fie~d with p-element, where p always denotes a ~rime number,
and k is a field of characteristic p' > 0 (often ari alge~raic

closure of F ). For a finite group G , HG denotes the ring
2i Pi ....

miH (G;k) if p is odd and HG a $iH (G1k) if p.·a 2 . H* de-

notes Tate cohomqlogy [14] and the terminologies in this context are

in [14] and [28]. Zp • Z/p Z g integers (mod p) • The localization

of a ring R with respect to the multiplicative suheet generated by

an element y € R is denoted by R[y-1] • For an ideal J in a ring

R , rad(J) is the radical.of J and if M. i8 an R-module, Ann(x)

is the annihilating ideal. of x E M . The dual of a k-algebra A 1s
denoted by A* . Far an RG-module M and a subgroup H , MIRH de
notas the restrietion to H . The terminology and c~nventions in
topological group actions ara taken from [10] and [19] and those
related to .homotopy actions are to be found'in [16]. For exarnple EG
ia the contractible free G-space and EG x GX is the Borel construc
tian of a G-space X. If a G-space X needs to have a base point in

the context, we replace X by its suspension EX and take x€XG~0,

unless X i5 already endowed with a base point. Many of .the state

mets which are phrased in terms of cohomology have their counterparts

in homology and we have avoided repeating this fact. The spaces X
are not necessarily CW complexes unless otherwise spe~ified. We may

use sheaf cohomology for more general situations and the proofs are

still valid (with same mild modification if necessary). The basic

reference i5 [27] part I in particular its appendix, and we have used

Quillen's terminology and notation when appropriate. E.g. cdp(X)
rneans cohornological dimension of X (mod p) •

The bibliography contains the references which have been available
to us, at least in same written fore. Otherwise they'have been men

tioned in the context.

Section 1. Localization and Projectivity

In this sectlon we present a variation· on P.A. S~ith's theorem

as a consequence of Quillen's version of the localization theorem of
Borel (cf. [19] or [27]). The statements are not as general as they

could be because we will present different proofs when the cohomo-
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logical finiteness of the G-spaces are not assumed. These finiteness
assumptions are necessary when applying"the localization· theorem.

. '.

There 18 an analogy between the f1niteness assumptions of this section

on the level of orbit spaces and the weaker finiten~ss a~sumptions

for cohomology in the following sections. There 1s also a. localiza-'

tion-type argument implicit in the arguments of sections 2 and 3 which

are explicit in the context of this section. The special casea treated

differently in this section will hopefully serve to g,ive rn9tivation

and some insight into the more algebraic arguments of the following

sections. The basic reference for some details of the assertions of
this sections (as weIl 'as the terminology and the notation) i8 [10].

More general forms of the localization theorem are discu8sed in ~19].

1.1 Proposition. Let G be a finite group and let X be a connected

G-space which is either compact, or cd (X/G) <~. for a fixed prime

p • Assume that for each subgroup C c ~ in o~der 'p, H
i (X;~) is

p
a cohomologically trivial FpC-module for all i > 0 • Then the

p-singular set of X, Sp(X) B. ~ xP , where P rang~s over non-tri

vial p-subgroups of. G , sati.sfies Ü*(S (X)·p ) =- 0. p , .p ,

Proof: Let C c G and Icl= p , and let y € H2 (C;Fp ) be the poly

nominal generator. Without loss of generality,' we' may"assume that

xG ~ ~ , henee xC # 0 . Choose x E xG c XC . The serre .. spectral

sequence of the Borel construction (X,x) ~ ECXC(X,x) ~ BC collapse
i j .

since H (BC;a (X,X;Fp )) = ° for i > ° and all j by cohomological

triviality. Thus HC(X,X;Fp ) ~ HO(BC;H*(X,X;Fp )) . Localization with

respect to y shows ([27]):

-1 '\I -1HC(X,X;lrp)[Y ] = H*(BC;H*(X,x))[y 1

'\I ...= H* (C;H* (X,x)) 11 '0

(by the hypothesis of cohomological triviality) where H* denotes

Tate cohomology. By the localization theorem

H*(XC,X;Fp)Q F H*(C;~p) , it fqllows that
p

For any subgroup K c G , such that 1K I :cl pr, 'and K.... C "t-' , ...
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A c G be a subgroup.

for A if the Serre

~ BA (in the Borel

Proof: -Let A
2t

e A e: H (A;FP )
generators in

K - Kfollows that X, 0 and H*(X ;~p) = 0 byan induction. Slnce thls
.:. }{'

holds for every cyc~ic p-subgroup C =G , .ane has H*(X 'iFp) = 0

for all subgroups' K =G I K F 1 • An i~ductive argument using Mayer

Vletoris aeque~ces yields the deslred conclusion. _ .

We will be particularly interested in the class of G-spaces for

which the Serre spectral aequence of their Borel construction collap

ses. Thia is formulated as condition (DSBC) (degenerate spectral se

quence of Borel construction) below.

CONDITION (DSBC): Let X be a G-space and let

We say that X satisfies the condition (DSBC)

spectral sequence of the fibration X ~ EA~AX

conatruct1on of the A-space X) collapses.

1.2 Proposition. Let p be a prime divisor of order' of G, and

suppose that X ia a connected G-space su~h that either X 1s com

pact or that Cdp(X/G) <~ • Assume that:

(1) X satisf1es cond1t1on (DSBC) for aach maximal elementary abelian

subgroup ~ =G •

(2) The p-singular set S (X) satisfies: S (X)' ~ ~ and Ü*(S(X);F )=0.p p p
Then H*(X;P) 1a cohomolog1cally trivial as an ~ G-module.

p p

be any p-elementary abelian rank t subgroup, and let

be the product of the t 2-dimensional polynomial

H2 (A;F ) , ·(cf. [27] Part I). Since S (X)A_XA and (2)
- A P G P-

implies that H*(X ,x;F ) = 0 (where x € X # ~ 1s the base point),
P -1

it follows that HA(X,x;Fp)[eA ] = 0 , by the localization theorem

([27] Part I). 5ince the Serre spectral sequence of (X,x) ~ EA ~A

(X,x) ~ BA callapses by (1), we may localiza :~e Ez-term with respect

to eA and conclude that H*(BA;H*(X,x;F ))[eA ] =·0 . But H*(BA;H*
-1 ",'" P

(X,xiF )) [eA ] = H*(AiH*(X,XiP )) • Since this 18 true for all p-ele-
p Pr'

mentary abelian groups A c G , IAI=p , it follows that H*tX,XiF)
- '. P

1s cohomologically trivialover all p-elementary abelian subgroups of

G . By Chouinard's theorem (cf. [15] and [20]) .:H*(X,x;F) i9 cohomo- p
logically trivial ovar G (Gee the introduction to sectian 2). -

We obta1n a special ease of Theorem 2.1 as a corollary:
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1.3 Corollary. Suppose that X is a connected G-spa~e with the follo

wing properties:

(1) Either X

G .

is ~ompact or cd (X/G) <~p . for each p

M i9 ZG-
p-elernentary

MIZG 19
P

(2) X satisfies condition (DSBC) for each p-elementary abelian sub
group A c.G . Then ä*(x) is ZG-projective if and only if ä*(X) lzc
is ZC-projective for each subgroup C =G of prime ~rder. In parti
cular, this conclusion holds if X is a Moore space which satisfies
( 1) •

Proof: By 1.1 and 1.2, the cohomological triviality of H*(X) over G
is equivalent to the cohomological triviality of H*(X;F) for all

p
cyclic subgroups of order p • But a ZG-module is ZG-projective if and

only if it is Z-free and cohomologically t~ivial (cf. [28]) ••

Section 2. The Projectivity Criteria

Let G be a finite group. Sylow(G) denotes the set of Sylow sub-
'groups, and Gp € Sylow(G) denotes a p-Sylow subgroup. Let R be a

ring and RG be the group algebra over R. In studying the cohomo

logical properties of RG-modules, 1t 18 necessary to have a good under

standing of projective modules. The following two theorems have played

important roles in the nlocal-to-global n arguments.

(1) Rirn [28]: A ZG-module is ZG-projective if and oniy if

ZGp-projective for all Gp € Sylow(G) •

(2) Chouinard [15] (See also Jackowsk1 [20]): A ZG~rnodule

projective 'ii and only if MIXE is ZE-projective for all

abel1an groups.

Chouinard l s theorem i5 particularly useful in the problems related to

cohomological properties of M, since the cohomology of elementary

abelian groups are well-understood, whereas the cohomologyOring of a

general p-group 1s far more cornplicated and has rernained mysterious as

yet.

Thus, the projectivity of a :G-module M 19 detected by its re

strictions to the elementary abelian subgroups. Now suppose that M 1s
a kE-module, where E - is p-elementary of rank n (i.e. of order pn),

and where k i5 a field of characteristic p . (For simplicity, assume
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that k is algebra1cally closed, although for the most part th1s

aS8umpt1on 18 not used.)

It 18 tempt1ng to look for a project1v~ty criter10n for M 1n terms

of' a fam1ly of. proper' subgroups of E. I.n gene;al there"is no such

eriterion 1f we eons1der only 8ubgroups of E. However,' th~re 1s such

a eharacter1zat10n if we 1nclude a certa1n f~m1~y.of.w~~1-behavedsub

groups of kE. Th1s 19 bas1ca~ly the content of a result due to Dade

[17]. Ta describe th1s, let I be the augmentation ideal: 0 ~ I ~ kE

~ k ~ 0 and choose an F -basis for E, say {e1, .••• ,e lcE . Letp n
A = (a ij ) be a non-sing~lar n x n matrix over k and define the

homomorphi9m ~A: kE ~kE by:

Then ~A 1s an automorphism sinee A is non-singul~r. In [11] J.
mCarlson called subgroups of order p in kE, m ~ n , generated by

{~A(e1)' .•.• '~A(em)l , "shifted subgroupsn of kE. Such subgroups are

p-elementary abelian and for man , {~A(e1) ' ••• '~A(en)} generate

kE as a k-a1gebra. A cyclic subgroup ,S of the shifted subgroup

<~A(e1) , •.. ,lPA(en » 19 called a lI shifted cyelic subgroup" and any ge

nerator of S is ealled a lI s hifted unit". From now on,we assurne that

all kE-modules are finite dimensional over k •

(3) Dade [17]: A kE-module M" is kE-projective if and only if Mlks

is kS-projective for every shifted cyc1ic subgroup öf kE.

(Sines kE is a loeal ring, projective, injective, eohomologically

trivial, and free modules coincide [28]). In fact, one can show that

MlkS i9 kS-projectlve if and only if MlkS' is kS'-projeetive provi

ded that the shifted units generating 5 and 5' are congruent mo

dulo 1 2 • This leads to the following more intrinsic definition of

shifted subgroups and units [11] [8]. Let L be an n~dirnens1ona1

k-subspace of I such that I = L m 1 2 . Then every element ! € L

satisf1es lP cO, and a k-basis of L generates kE as a k-algebra.

,Consequently, for any l € L , 1 + l is a shifted unit and for any

k-basis of L, say {!1, ••. ,ln} , the p-elementary suogroup generated

by {1+l1' •••• 1+tn } is a shifted subgroup. J. Carlson attached'a glo-
r .

bal invariant to a kE-module M, by taking the set VL(M) consisting

of all nonzero l € L for which Mjk<1+i> is not' k<1+t>-free (where

<1+l> is the group generated by 1+l) together w1th zero. He showed

that this i9 an affine algebraic variety and exhibited many beaut1ful,
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properties'of ~(M) , ea11ed "the rank variety of M" (cf. [11]).
rCarlson eonjeet~re~ that VL(M) is isomorphie to the e~homology .

variety of M, VE(M) (ea11ed the Qui11en variety and inspired by
. r

Qui11en's id~as in ~27]), and he showed that VL(M)- injeets into
. n

VE(M) • The Quillen variety VE(M) is the affine va~iety in k de-

fined by the ideal of elements in the eommutative graded fing HE=$i

H2i (E;k) wh1eh annih1late the HE-module H*(E;M) (HE=$iH (E;k) when

E 1s a 2-group. The eonjecture of Carlson is proved'by Avruni~-Seott

[8], and aa a eorollary ~(M) is independent of L up~to isomor

phism. Thus the projeetivity eriterlon of Dade whieh ean be detected

'"10ca11y" by shifted units, has the following "global forrnulation".
rFrom now on we drop the subscript L in VL(M) •

(4) Carlson [11]: M is kE-free if and on1y if vI(M) a 0 •

This motivates the search for a projeetivity criterion for ZG

modules which appear aa (reduced) hom010gy of G-spaces. It turns out

that the fami1y of cyclic subgroups of order p of G detects the

projectivity (and cohomologieal triviality). Thus."the geometry of

M u 18 determined by a restrieted class of subgroups of G in this

ease, and gives an idea of how restricted the category of realizable

ZG-modules 1s. This is not .true for homology o~ al:~G-spaces, rather

a special class ~hich ineludes Moore spaces. The projectivity crite

rion for the homology of more general G-spaces sh~uld be described in

terms of "global invariants" attaehed to a G-space. The specific na

ture of aG-action on a spaee X deterrnines a certai~ interre?lation

ship between Hi(X) and Hj(X) aa ZG-modules, and this fact is not

detectable by simply considering the graded module $1Hi(X} • The

examples of the following sections will elaborate more on this point.

2.1 Theorem •. Suppose X is a connected G-space which satisfies the

condition (DSBC) for each p-elementary abelian subgroup' A =G . Let

M be the ZG-module determined by the G-action on' the total homology

of X in positive dimensions. Then M is ZG-projective if and only

if MI~c is ZC-project1ve for each subgroup C c G of prime order.

(Similarly for cchomological triviality) . ",

2.2 Corollary. Su~pose the ZG-module· Mappears as the homology of

a Moore G-space. Then M 1s ZG-projective if and on~y if M is

ZC-projective for each cyclic subgroup of G .

We will give two proofs of the above theorem. The first i5 in the
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spirit of transformation group theory and while it i~ qu~~e elementary

it reveals the topo~ogical nature of this criterion. The ,second proof

is in a more 'general setting and hopefully will provide same motiva

tion for intro~ucing and emphasis on the global invariants of a"G

space.

2.3 Corollary. Suppose X, and X2" are connected G-spaces, both of

which satisfy (DSBC) as in (2.') and suppose f: X~ ~'X2 is a G-map.

Let M, and M2 denote the tot~i reduced ho~ology of X, and X2
as ZG-modules and let ~ :M

1
~ M2 be the ZG-homomorphism induced by

f • Then~there are ZG~projective mOdul:~ P, ~d~iP2 such that

M, m P, a M2 m P2 if.and only if ~.:H (C;M
1

) ~ H (C;M2 ) are isomor

phisms for i = 0,1 , and all cyclic subgroups C c G of prime order.

Section 3. Varieties associated to a G-space

Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>O ,

and let G be a p-elementary abelian group of rank n . For a connec

ted G-space X, we will assume xG # ß (when needed) and x € xG is

the base point. As far as homological invariante of . X are concerned

at this point, this will be no restrietion, since we acn' always sus

pend the"action. For a kG-module M, the rank variety vr(M} reveals

much about its cohomological invariants. Thu8, we are tempted to con

sider the rank variety vr(miHi(X,X;k) and investigate its influence

on the topology of the G-space X. However, the more directly relat~d

variety, (when we have sufficient knowledge about the G-action) i8 the

"support varietyll VG(X) •

In [27], Quillen studied cohomological varieties arising fram

equivariant cohornalogy rings HG(X;k} for a G-space X (cahomology

with constant coefficients), and he proved his celebrated stratifica

tion theorem among other results. ,According to Quillen's stratifica

tion theorem, the cohomologica~ variety of a G-space X ror a general

fi~ite g~oup G has a piecewise description in terms.of varieties

arising from elernentary abelian subgroups of G • Inspired by this

work of Quillen, Avrunin-Scatt in [8] defined the cohornological varie

ty VG(M) for a finitely generated kG-rnodule M and proved an anlo

quous stratification theorem for VG(M} in terms of ~lementary abelian

subgroups of G. Here, VG(M) is the largest support (in Max HG ) of

the HG-module H·(G,N~M} where N ranges over all finitely generated
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kG-modules. Avrunin-Scott's stratification theorem,m~y be regarded. as

generalizing the special ease of Quillen's result for tha G-spaee

X=point to the equlvariant eohomology with loeal eoeffieients HG
(point;M)' (the kG'7m~dule M replacing 'the constant. coefficients k

of Quillen). The stratification of support varieties in the case of

equivari~nt cohomology with local eoeeficients HG(X;M) for a G-space

X (whose orbit space X/G has finite cohornological dimension over

k ) is carried out by Stefan Jackowski in [21] under .the extra hypo

thesis that M iso a kG-algebra. Jackow~ki's theorem yields a topolo

gical proof of Avrunin-Scott theorem in the spirit of Quil1en's ori

ginal approach.

Such stratification theorems describe the above mentioned cohorno

10g1ca1 varieties of a general finite group G in terms··of elementary

abelian subgroups of G. When G is an elementary,abel1an group,

VG(X) is the affine algebraic variety defined by the annihilator ideal

in HG of HG(X,x;k) • For the rest of this section, we w1ll assume
that G 18 an elementary abelian group. The corresponding results and

nations for the case of a general finite group i8 obtained from this

basic ease and the appropriate strat1fication theorem. Elaboration of

these ideas will appear elsewhere.

While one hopes that VG(X) ~ ~(eiHi(x,X)) , this turns out to

be trcie only for i restricted, but nevertheless important elass of

G-spaces. For a G-space with H1 (X) F 0 for only finitely many i (and

same mildly more general,c~as~), it turns out that one can define a
..,,~

different, (but related) rank variety in a natural way. This 1s done by

assqciating to X a ZG-module def1ned up to a suitable stable equi

valence. The ~(X) i5 defined to be the rank variety of this module

(tensored with k). The isomorphism VG(X) c V~(X) will show that

the II cohomological support variety" 1s also a "rank:variety" and as

such, it will enjoy the properties of rank varieties.

,.
X 1 and X

2
"freely equiva

such that Xi C Y , and Y-X i
for i ,a 1,2' • This defines an

We may also consider the case

with appropriate modifications.

Following [5], call two G-spaces

1ent", if there exists a G-space Y

are free G-spaces with cd (Y-X.) <m
p ~

equivalence relation between G-spaces.

when Y/Xi is compact if cd(y-Xi)=m

3.1 Lemma. Suppose X
1

VG (X2 ) •

and X2 are freely equivalent. Then

-12-



Proof: Compare the Leray spectral sequences for .EGxGXi ~'Xi/G with

EGxGY ~ Y/G where Xi and Y are as above, Y-X i a free G-space [27].

'"It follows that VG(Xi ) ~ VG(Y) • •

3.2 Proposition. Suppose Hi{X;k) ; 0 for only finitely many i. Then

VG(X) c ~($iHi(X,X;k)) • If X satisfies the condition (DSBC) for G,
'" r ithen VG{X)=VG($iH (X,x;k)) •

def . 1
Proof: Proceed by induct10n on v(X) = nurnber {ilH (X,x;k) , O} • For

v (x) D. , , X 1s a Moore .space and the spectral sequenee of (X ,x) ~

'"EGxG(X,x) ~ BG degnerates to one line, whieh shows·that VG(X) = VG
($jHj(X,X;k) (= lts support variety). By Avrunin-Seott 1 s proof of J.

Carlson 1 s eonjeeture (8)~ the latter 1s isomorphie to ~($jHj(X'X;k}).
Suppose the assertion 18 true whenever v(X) < m , m > , • Given X,

with v(X,} a m , we add free G-cells to Xl to obatin the G-spaee Y

so that Y-X is free, dlm(Y-X) <m , and v(Y) < m • For exarnple, kill

the first non-van1shing homology, say Ht (X,x;kL...,. using Serre I s ver

sion of the Hurewicz theorem, (after suspending X, if needed). Then

'"VG(X) = VG(Y} since X and Y are freely equivalent (Lemma 3.1) and

VG(Y) ~ Va($jHj(Y,X;k)) by induction. On the other hand, V~(Y) =~(X).

This follows again beeause (Y/X)G a point and dirn(Y/X) <m • Alterna

tively, if we kill Ht(X,x;k)' '(tbe f~rst non-vanishing) to obtain Y,

we have the exaet sequenee:

where F i5 a free kG-module, and

'"Hi (X;k) :I Hi (Y;k) for i > l+' .

For every shifted cyclie subgroup S of kG for which Hi(X,x;k) IkS

is kS-free, Hi(y,X;k) IkS will also be kS-free by Sehanuel l s lemma.
r j r i

Henee VG($jH (Y,x;k)) C VG($iH (X,x;k)) as desired.

If X satisfles the condltion (DSBC) for G, then in the Serre spee

tral sequenee of X ~ EGxGX ~ BG, E~,q = E~,q . Thus rad(Ann HG

'"(X,x;k)) = rad(Ann H*(G,H*(X,x;k))) by a simple caleulation and a fil-
. ~ i

tration argument. Sinee rad(Ann H*(G,H*(X,x;k))) = n rad(Ann H*(G;H
i

(X,x;k))) , it follows that

'" iU VG(H (X,x;k))
i

'" r i '"U VG(H (X,x;k))
i

-13-



(where the isomorphism between VG and ~ of

Avrunin-Scott's theorem again) ••

i8 due

The second assertion of 3.2 is not true in general~.The examples

in the following sections illustrate this point.

The above observations lead us to define a kG-module M(X) for
ieach G-space X with H (X;k) f 0 for ,only finitely many i, such

that VG(X) ~ ~(M(X))·. Since for Moore spaces X, VG(X) ~ ~(H*

(X,x;k)) , we embed X in a ~mod k n Moore G-space Y freelyequi-

valent to it. This is possible sinee Hi(X;k) = 0 for large i and

WB can add free G-eells induetively using Serre1s Hurewicz theorem.

Let M(X) = H*(Y,x;k) • Although M(X) is not well-defined, H*(G;M
""(X)*) and HG(X,x;k) are isomorphie modulo HG-torsion. Hence VG(X)=

'" '" _1VG(M(X)*) a V~(M(X)*) = VG(M(X)) and VG(X) has a description as a

rank variety.

The module M(X) is well-daf1ned only in a "s~able sense". For a
kG-module L, define wO(L) ~ L , and w1 (L) :: w ('1:'). by the exact se

i+1quenee 0 ~ w(L) ~ F ~ L ~ 0 , where F 19 kG-free, and w (L)::
l ' '

w(w (L») . These modules are stably well-defined bY'Schanuelts lemma

(cf. e.g. Swan's-Springer-Verlag LNM 76).

3.3 Proposition. Suppose X is a G-space such that Hi(X;k) f 0 for

finitely many i. Let Y1 and Y2 be two mod k Moore G-spaees

freely equivalent to X. Then there are integers sand t ~ 0 ,
s tsuch that w (H*(y

1
,x;k) is stably isomorphie to' w (H*(y2,x;k) •

(Call this w-stability for ahort.)

Proof: Choose: a G-space .Z freely equivalent to Y
1

and Y2 and eon

taining Y1 and Y2' and such that Hi (Z,x;k) = 0 for i f l , .i..?'>

nonzero dimensions in H*(Yj;k) for j = 1,2 • Then C*(Z/Yi;k) are

free kG-modules except for * D 0 , where·the base point naturally de-. e: i .
fines a split augmentation CO(Z/Yi;k)~ k ~ 0 • C.(Z/Yi;k) has

homology (mod k ) nonzero only in two dimensions above 0, corres

pondinq to H.l. (Z ;k). and H* (.yi ' x; k) • An appropriate. applieatJ..on of
. " t '" "" sthe Schanuel' s lemma shows tha t [1l (H. (Y 1 ' x; k) D H.i.. (.z; k) = [1l (H.

(y2 ,x;k» for som~ integers t,s ~ 0 .•

3.4 Corollary.Given a G-space X with Hi(X;k) = 0 -for sufficiently

-14- .



large i, there exists a kG-module M(X) which is well-defined up to
w-stabil~ty and VG(X) ~ ~(M(X)) • c

The w-stable class of M(X) 1s in fact a "composite extension" of
si

various w (Hi(X:k)) for all i > 0 and appropriate·integers si~O.

This means that if 0 < 1(1) < i(2) < •••• < i(m) are.the dimensions

where Hi(X:k) ~ 0 , then there are integers s(1) , ••• ,s(m) and ex
tensions:

s ( j ) )o -+ Hi (j+1) (X:k) .... Li (j+1) .... w (Li(j) -+ 0 for j = 1, ••. ,m , and

"" ·t·where' Li (1) ~ Hi (1) (X:k) ·and M(X) = w Li(m) for same t ~ 0 ·
Let us refer to this construction as lI an lI.l-cornposite extension".

We have the followinq formal corollary:

3.5 Corollary. Suppose ·that H1 (X;k) = 0 for all sufficiently large
1 , and suppose X has a homotopy G-actlon Q : G .... E(X) . Then (X,a)

is equivalent to a topological G-action only if same w-composite ex

tension L of the kG-rnodules Hi(X:k) (as given by a) is realizable
.~~., by a mod k Moore G"space. •

while this corollary 8eems to be a formal consequence of defini

tions, it does lead to the following theorem which will be proved in

section 5.

3.6 Theorem. There exist decornposable kG-rnodules M which are reali

zable by homotopy G-actions, but they are not realizable by the horno

logy of any G-space X.

Next, we apply the above. results to give a proof of Theorem 2.1.

Proof of Theorem 2.1: Let M a i~O Hi(X) . Then, if M is ~G-projec

tive, clearly M· i8 ZC-projective for any sUbgroup, in particular,

cyclic subgroups of G. Conversely, suppose M i8 ZC-projective for

all such C ~ G as in the theorem. Let MI = i~O Hi(X:k) . By Choui
nard's theorem, it suffices to consider the case where G i8 p-ele

mentary abelian, and we will assurne this for the sequel. Since X
"" rsatisfies the condition (DSBC) for G , one has VG(X) = VG(M I

) , by

proposition 3.2. At this point one has several (basically equivalent)

ways·of finishing the proof. The first 1s sornewhat langer, but more

illuminating, and we will refer to 1t in the applications.

-15-



First argument: VG(X) is defined via the radical of the annihilator

of H~(X,x;k) , say J, in HG' whie~ is the interse~tion of asso
eiated prime ideals AnnHG(a) , for a € HG(X,x;k) . Sinee assoeiated
primes are elosed under. the Steenrod algebra, a the~rem·of Landweber

[24] and [25] (qeneralizing a theorem of Serre [29]; see.also [1])
. 2i

shows th~t they are generated by two dimensional el~sses in i~OH

(G;F ) c HG'. Landweber's proof is for ~ -coefficients throughout, but
p p

one ean easily check that his arguments goes through with k-coeffi-

eients and the same conclusion. (T~e invariance of associated primes

under the Steenrod algebra has been observed by several authors [25]

[31] [18]). Thus J is defined by linear equations with Fp-coeffi

cients. consequentl~ VG(X) as well as ~(M') are Fp-rational,

(i.e., a union of sUbvarieties defined by linear equations with ~ -co-
r "" 5'xefficients). For a shifted cyclic subgroup S c kG , Vs(M'lkS) = VG(M ' )

n trS, G(~(k)) (cf. [8]) where trS, G i8 the transfer. It follows
that for each 8hifted cyclic subgroup which isnot a subqroup of G,

S n G = {1} and trG,s(~(J~)) n ~(M') .= 0 • (Here we assume to have
. 2 .

chosen a k-vector space L such that I" aLm I , I = augmentation

ideal, as described in Section 2.) Henee ~(M') is·deteeted by the

shifted cyelie subgroups S such that S n {G} ~ {1} , i.e. eyclic

subgroups of . G • By the hypothesis, MI !kS 1a kS-fre~ fqr all such

S c G • Thus, ~(M~) = 0 and M' i8 kG-free. 'Sinee Hi(X,x) i8

ZC-projeetive,' it is ~-f~ee. The long exact sequence of ,cohomology

associated to 0 ~ Z ~ Z ~ F ~ 0 breaks into ahort exact sequenee5:p

But fqr all A =G , H*(A;H*(X,x;~p)) = 0 (H* a Tate eohomology and

kG-projectivity irnplies F G-cohornological triviality [14]). Henee
~ p
H*(A,H*(X,x)) 1s p-divisible, whieh means that it vanishes for all

A =G • Therefqre H*(X,x) 1s ZG-projective, being ~-free and Z-eoho
molog1cally trivial [281.

Secand argument: An induetive argument using Cartan1s formula shows

that the annihilating ideal of Ha(X,xik) is invariant under the

Steenrod algebra, as in G. Car15son [13]. A theorem of Serre [29] then

.shows that the variety VG(X) i5 Fp-rational. Hence V~(M') i5 ratio

nal using Proposition 3.2. The rest of .the proof i8 as in the first
argument and the details are left to the reader .•
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3.7 Addendum. The exarninatlon of the proof shows that in fact the

statement of Theorem· 2.1 rernains valid, if we replace ~-cgef~icients

by k-coefficients as well as ZG- and ZC-projective by kG- and kC~free
, i '

respectively. Thus one needs that H (X;k) = 0 .for all sufficiently

large i, instead of the stronger statement with Z-coefficients .•

The above proof also suggests that as in J. Carlson JJ2], one can

determine the complexity of H*(X,x;k) by the dimension of the varie

ty ~(~iHi(X,X;k)) = VG(X) for this particular case. This is the

counterpart of Theorem 2.1 for non-projective modules.

Let p be a fixed prime and let k be a field of characteristic

p , say algebraically closed for convenience sake. We denote by CXG(M)

the complexity of the kG-module M (cf. [2] [23] [12]).

3.8 Theorem. Let X be a connected G-space which satisfies the condi

tion (DSBC) for each maximal elementary abelian p-subgroup A =G and

H*(-;k) • Let M =i~O Hi(X;k) with the induced kG-module structure.

Suppose CXG(M) : r • Then there exists a p-elementary abelian sub

group E c G of rank r such that CXE(MlkE) = r •

Proof: By Alperin-Evens [2.], cXG(M) : m~x {cxA(M PtA) IA =G maximal

p-elementary abelian} . Thus WB may assume that G is elementary abe
r ""lian. Since VG(M) = VG(X) is rational as in the proof of Theorem 2.1

rabove, dirn VG(M) is the maximum dimension of the rational linear sub-
r .

varieties whose union i8 VG(M) . Let Va be one such linear maximum
n "" rdimensional subspace 'of k m VG(k) , (where we assumed n' = rank G)

and let E = G n Va be the set of rational points of Va ., Then rank

E = dirn Va s1nce Va iso rational. On the other hand, trE,G(V~(MlkE))

"" Va (cf. [8] and [11] for details) and CXE(MlkE) = dirn Va=rank~E••

Let G be a p-elementary abelian group of rank n. In [23], Ove

Kroll proves that if cxG(M) = t for a kG-module M, then there

exists a shifted subgroup r c kG of rank n-t such that Mlkr is

kr-free. J. Carlson l s proof of Krollis theorem [12] is in essence a

"transversality argument" in the following sense. Since cxG(M) = t ,
rdirn VG(M) = t , and it is always possible to find an (n~t)-dimensional

n "" rlinear subspace L of k ::I VG(k) which 1s in lItransverse position"

to ~(M) , (i.e. it has intersection {O} .) Now restriction to the

shifted subgroup r which is obtained from any k-basis of L yields

dirn Vr(M!kr) = dim(L n V~(M)) = 0 I which means that Mlkr is kr-free.
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When V~(M) is r~tianal, ane would like to find a subgraup r =G

with the above p~operty. But this is not ·possible in general as it can

be seen fram the following simple example: _~

runs over all cyclic Bub

is not kA-free for any

3.9 Example. Let M = $E(kG 0 kEk) where E

groups of . G . Then CXG(M) = 1 and MIkA

non-trivial subgroup A =G •

However, the first argument of the proof of Theorem i.1 above

reveals that we can g~ve a counterpart to Kroll's theorem in a parti-

cular case.

Call a G-space

ideal of HE(X,x;k)

abelian subgroups of

again.) Recall p-rank

E '= G} •

X "k-primary ", if the radical of the annihilator

in HE is prime for all maximal p-elementary

G • (Here k i8 a field of eharacteristie p

(G)d;fmax {rank of elementary abelian p-subgroup

3.10 Theorem. Suppose p-rank (G) a n and X is a eonneeted k-primary

G-space which satisfles"the condition (DSBC) for all maximal p-elemen

tary abeliansubgroups and H*(-;k)-coefficlents. Also, assume that
iH (X1k) c 0 for all sufficien~ly large i. Then there exists a p-ele-

mentary abellan subgroup E =G such that rank E = n-mtx {CXG(H i
(X,x;k))} and Hi(X,x;k) is kE-free for all i.

Proof: As in the preceding theorems, it suffiees to assume that

i8 p-elementary abelian (Alperin-Evens [2]). By Proposition 3.2
i '\I

( ~iH (X,x;k)) = VG(X) • Since X

G

vr
G

is k-primary, the first argument
r ~ r i

in the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that VG( $iHi(X,x;k) = VG( miH
n ~ r(X,x;k)) consists of one rational linear subvariety of k = VG (k) ,

and its dimension equals to CXG ( e Hi(X,x;k)) = max eXG(Hi(X;k))
1>0 r

Henee there 1s a rationa~ linear subspace L transverse to VG(H i
(X;k)) , and we may choose dirn L u n-max eX

G
(H 1 (X;k)) . Let E be

i>O
the subgroup of Gwhase F -generators gives an F -basis for L. This

P P
is the desired subgroup. • . '

3.11 Remark. Gne ean modify the above argument to weaken the hYP0thesis

that "X 1s k-prirnary" or that "X satisfies (DSBC)", etc. But these

hypotheses cannot be removed altogether by the above example 3.9 and

the example in Sections 4 and 5.
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Section 4. Applications to Steenrodls problem

In this section we consider the special case of.G-actions of Moore

spaces. Suppose M ,is a finitely generated Z-free ZG-mo~ule. Then M
i8 determ1ned by a homomorphism p : G ~ GL(n,~) , where n· = ran~(M).

Suppose'that X 15 homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of spheres of
'" n '"dimension k ~ 2 , and Hk(X) = Z . Then E(X) = nOH(~) = GL(n,Z) by

obstruction theory. Thus p 1nduces a homornorphism a : G ~ E(X) such
that the homotopy action' (X,a) realizes 'the ZG-rnodule M. More ge

nerally, i.f Tor~ (M,Z2) 'a 0 , or 'lf G 15 of odd order, then an ob-
.struction theory argument (cf. [22]) shows that any homomorphisrn p:G

~ GL(n,Z) (which 1nduces the ZG-modu1e structure of M) can be lifted
to a homomorph1sm a : G ~ E(X) • Thus the hornotopy action (X,a) rea

1izes M.

On the other hand,' given M, we have the Z-free ZG-rnodule MI

from the exact sequence 0 ~ M' ~ F ~ M ~ 0 , where F is a free ZG

module. It 1s not d1ff1cu1t to see that M 1a rea11zable by a Moore
G-SpaC8, if and only 1f MI 1s rea11zable by a Moore G-space. Thus,
as far as the questi~n of rea11zability of ZG-modules 1s concerned,

one can consider Z-free ZG-modules with no lass of generality. There

fore, the realizability of modules by homotopy actions does not pose a

difficult problem in the contexts where one i8 primarily interested in

realizability by topological G-actions~

In passing, let,us mention that the obstructions for realizability

of a ZG-rnodule by a homotopy action on a Moore space has been studied

by P. Vogel [7] (unpublished). Vogel has shawn that for G = ~2 x Z2 '
there i8 an F 2[G]-module which i8 not realizable by a, homotopy act~an

on a Moore space:

4.' Examp1e (P. Vogel) [7]. Regard 1 2 x Z2 as the 2-Sylow subgroup

of GL(2,F4) , i.e. as 2 x 2 upper triangular matrices of the form
, x

(0') Wher~ x belongs to the field with 4 elements. The natural
action of GL(2,F4) by 1eft multiplication on the column vectors of

2M = (F4) makes M' into a Z[Z2 x 1 2] -module. Vogel I s obstructian

theory shows that this modules is not realizable by a homotopy action

of Z2 x Z2 on a Moore space.

4.2 Construction and Examples. Let k be an algebraic closure of F
p

and let G = Zp x Zp 'be generated by e, and e 2 . Let I be the 2
augmentation ideal and chaose the k-vector space L such that I=Lmr ,



w1th {!1'!2} a k-basis for L, (as 1n Section 2). Then for almost
2all choices of a ~ (a 1,a 2) € k , the shifted unit u

a
::a.1+a1!1+a2l2

~enerates a shifted subgroup S = <ua> of order p such that S n G

o {1} • (Cf. 'Carlson [11] for details on shifted subgroups). Mor& ex
plicitly, for a (finite) Galois extension K of F p ', choose a 1 ,a 2
€ K such that Uu = '+u, (e,-') + u 2 (e2-1) satisfies Uu-\1': r 2

and

a u ~ g (rnod I 2
) for any 9 € G • The condition l-u ~ I ensures

a . a
that kG is kS-free, and S = <u > c kG can be treated like an ordi

a
nary subgroup as far as induction and restrietion is concerned [11].

In particular, Mackey's formula and Shapiro's Lemma are valid.

Recall that for the local ring kG , projective, injective, co

homologically trivial, and free modules coincide. F~rst we need the
following:

4.3 Lemma. (1) There exists an indecompo8able kG-module MO
MO is kC-projective for all cyclic subgroups C c G , but

kG-projective.

such that
MO i8 not

(1i) There exists a fin1tely generated Z-free ZG-module

ZC-projective for all cyc11c subgroups C c G , but M1
project1ve.

M1 which i8

18 not ~G-

and

(iii) There exists an indecornposable ZG-rnodule M with the same pro

perties as 1n (ii) above.

(iv) In above part (lil), one may choose M such that k 8 M ~ MI~ Q,

where MI i8 an indecomposable kG-rnodule, and Q i8 kG-free."

Proof: (1) The above discussion, for (almost all) u chosen with S=
a

<u
a

> , one has S n G 0 {1} and kG is a free kS-module. Let MO =
kG 0kSk be the~induced module. Then for each C c G , Lei = p ~ : n s
::I {1} • Hence H*(C,MO) m 0 by Mackey l s formula. But H(G,MO) = H*

(S;k) ; 0 " by Shapiro's Lemma. Since kG i6 loeal, a eohornologically

trivial kG-module is kG-free (= kG-projective). Thus (i) is proved.

(11) One can choose ua such that u
a

= ~1+a 1 (e
1
-, f + a

2
(e

2
-1) , where

a, and a 2 lie in a finite Galois extension of ~p , say k,
<u > ~ S still satisfies the same properties as in (1). Let

a
MO=k 1G 8;k1Sk 1 be" the k,G-module which i5 k 1C-free for each e ~ G
but not k,G-free as in (i). Consider the exact sequence 0 ~ M1 ~ (ZG)t

~ MO ~ 0 • The long exact sequence of cohomology

.......... ~......
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isC ~ G , .andC c G

decomposition in te~ms of lnde

are ZC-projective, but'at least
, l'

M, . Then M, . satisfles (li)

shows that M, 1s ZC-projective for all

not ~G-project1ve.

. , r
(~11) Let· M, = M, $ ••••• $ M, be ~

composable ZG-rnodul~s. Then all M~

one of them 1s not ZG-projective, say
and 1t i8 a~so indecomposable.

(iv) Tensor the exact sequenca of (il) by k

Note that we can choose MO so that kQMO is indecomposab~e. :(Briefly:

d~k Q.MO = dimkKG/kS a (G:S] a p , and since k Q MOlkC 18 projec
tive, ·t:he dimension ovar k of each kC-indecomposable sununand, and

hance each kG-indecomposable summand must be divisible by p.) In
the ahort aequence:

where P is the projective cover of k Q MO ' MI 'ia also indecompo

sable, einee k 0 MO is indecomposable. Hence Schanuel's Lemma shows

that k 8 M, ~ MI $ (projective)..•

4.4 Theorem. Suppose

Then:
G is a finite group such that G ::):iZ )( Z

P P

(I) there exists a kG-module- MO which satisfiea (i) of Lemma 4.3.

(lI) There exists a ZG-module MI which satisfies (iv) of Lemma 4.3.

Further, it 1s not possible to find a Moore G-space X such that H*

'"(X;k) = MO as kG-modules.

Slmilarly, "there does not exist a Moore G-space X such that
- '"H*(X;Z) = MI as ZG-modules.

Proof: ·Let MO be the k [1L p x: Zp] -module of Lemma 4.3 ('i). Let MO =
kG0k [Zp)(Zp]MO · Since S n e = {1} , Mackey's formula shows that for
each e c G , leI ~ prime, MO/kC is kC-cohornologically trivial, hence
kC-free. But MO is not kG-free since 1t is not k[~ )( Z ]-free, as

I
PP.

MO ~p )( Zp has MO as a direct summand, (ar apply Shapirols lemma)_

(lI) Let M be as-in Lemma 4.3 (iv), and let MI = ZGO M
W z [ZpxZpl .

The assertion follows as in part (I). Now the non-existence of the

Moore G-spaces rea11zing these G-rnodules is a consequence of the pro-
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jectivity criterion Theorem 2.1 ••

(Cornpare 4.4 with G. Carlsson's theorem [13].)

The case G· Q2n = generalized quaternion~c g~oup, of order 2n

1s somewhat different, because .the maximal elementary ~elian subgroup

of Q2n i5 the subgroup of order two generated by the central element

T € Q2n . Therefore kG-projectivity (or ZG-pro?ectivity) of a module
1s completely decided by the restrietion to k<T> er Z<T> • There

fore Theorem 2.1 does not halp directly in this situation. In the se

quel, WB 'present first a proef of non-realizability of a kG-module by

Moore G-space (similarly for a ZG-module) in the finite dimensional

e~se, and we will use the geometrie intuition of this ease to remove

the finite dimensionality restrietion with a different proof.

4~5 Proposition. Let G ·be the quaternionic group"q~ order 2n , n~3.

Then there exists a ZG-module M such that M i9 not ~G-isomorphic

to the (reduced) homology of a finite dimensional Moore G-spaee X.

Similarly, k e M is not ~G-isornorphic to H.(Xik)

Proof: Let T € G 'be the central element of order 2 and let T gene-
~ ~

rate T = ~2 c G . Then G/T ~ 02n- 1 , the dihedral group of order

2n-' • Let M be the module over ~2 x Z2 constructed as in Lemma

4.3 (iv) above and let N = Z[D2n-~]~[Z2 ~ 1
2

]M . Then M is not

Z[D2n-1)-isornorphic to H*(XO) for any Moore G-space Xo • In fact,

k, S M is not k,[Din-,l-isornorphic to H*(XO:k1) for any field k 1
of characteristic 2.

Consider N as a ZQ2n-module, where T acts triviallyon N .

(Ta get a G-module'on which all elements of G act no~-trivially take

ZG mN , or the group of n-cocycles in a minimal projective resolution

of N over ZG .). Suppose there exists a finite dimensional Moore G

space·Y sueh that, yG ; ß and H*(Y) ~ N as ZG-module. Then yT

is a D2n-1-space of finite dimension, and since the Serre spectral se

quence of y: ET x TY: BT eollapses, H*(yTik1)~*(TiN)0H*(T;~1rk1 as

in the proof of Proposition 1.'. Using this periodicity of H*(TiN) ,
- T ~ T ~.

it follows that H*(Y ;k,)=(N0k,) /('+T) (N0k,)=N0k, ,. But this means
T - T ~that N 0 k 1 1s realized ~y the D2n-1-space Y , i.e. H*(Y ik,)a

N 0 k, . By Proposition '.2 or Theorem 4.4 this cann6t happen. _
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Alternatively, the ~-stable module M(yT) up tO.~-stability is

k 1G-isomorphic to N $ Q where N is the indecomposable factor and
- TQ .is kG-free. This is th~ case because H.(Y;k 1) has only one·de-

composable k 1G-module N as a summand which iS.not k1G-fr~e. Thus the
construction M(X) and the definition of w-composite extensions shows

- Tthat any w-c~mposite extension of various Hi(Y ;k1)· 1s of the form

N ~ ° up to w-stability. Now the Projectivity criterion Theorem 2.1
of Theorem 4.4 shows that N ~ Q of wj(N) ~ Q cannot oeeur as

H*(L;k 1) for any Moore D2n~1-spaee L. This contradiction shows that

such a Moore G-space can~ot exist.

The proof of the above implies the finite dimensional case of the

following corollary. (The details are 1eft to the reader).

4.6 Corollary. If G =Q2n , then there are ~G-modules whieh are not
ZG-isomorphic to the reduced hornology of a Moore G-space. c

Now we proceed to give a different proof which shows that such

Moore G-spaces cannot exist regardless of their dimensions.

Since every quatern10nic 2-group conta1ns the quaternionic group

QS of order S, we will prove the theorem for ~S and deduce the re

sult for Q2n , n ~ 3 from it. Suppose that X is any Moore G-space,

where G = Os ' such that H*(X,x) ~ M , (x € XG ; ß) . Let M be a

ZQS-module whieh 1s Z-free, and T = <T> C Os acts tr1v1ally on M,

"'"and let A c 0S/T = Z2 ~ Z2 induce a ZA-module structure on M. Con-
sider the Borel construction (w,wo) m EG ~ T(X,x) which carries a

free A-action. The se~re spectral sequence (X, x) ~ (.W, Wo ).~ ~ BT eollap

ses and H*(W,Wo ;k1) = H*(T,M @. k 1) • Denote M 8 k
1

by M1 . Since
"'" . ""T aets triviallyon M1 ' it follows that H*(T,M,) = H*(T,k,) 8 M =

H*(W,WO,k,) •

Now eonsider the Borel construetion EA ~ A(W,WO) : BA . In th~

spectral sequence of this fibration, E~'O= 0 for all p and E~' ""

HP (A;H 1 (w,wo») ~ HP (A;M
1

) • On the other hand, E
A

~ A(W,WO) ~ (W/A,

WO/Al sinee A acts freely, and (W/A,WO/A) = EG ~ G(X,x) . Henee
11"'" 11"'" 1 "'" 1E2 ' = E~' = HG(X,x;k 1) = H (G;M1) • The HA-module s~ructure of EG

~G(X,x) is also related to the HG-strueture by the following commu
tative diagram:

BG ------.....,>>- BA .



. '"note ,th~t H*(A;M1) :::I

correspo~din9 generated

in ,HA 15 the ideal

At this point, let M, = k,A Q k'Sk 1 ' and

H*(S/k,) ~ k,[g"l f~r g" E H'(Slk,' '.'Let the
be denoted by y €' H. (A; M,) • Then rad (Ann (y) )

J :::I (a1y+a2x~

On the other hand, let C be the cyclic group of'order 4 in k,

[08] given by the extension T ~ C ~ S . If we regard k 1 as a trivial

module over kS on which T acts trivially also, it follows that

k 1A e k1sk1 lk,c ~ k~Q8~Q ~1Ck;I~;C
Thus, H*(08;M1) :::I H*(C;k,) , and in the Lyndon-Hoehsch11d-Serre

1 '" 1
s~ectral sequenee of T ~ Ci~ S , H (S;k 1) : H (C;k1) while allother
H (S;k 1) map to zero in H (C;k 1) •

Sinee the diagram

T-..C-..S

11 1 1
1 .

eomrnutes, we may identify 9 € H (S;k 1) with a generator g €
1 '" 1 a 1H (C;k ) ~ H (QO;M,) .• Under·this 1dentifiaction, 9 € H

Q8
(X,x;k

1
) =

H
1

(E x An;,~O) ;k1) , is identified with y E H1 (A;!1.,) i: H'.(S;k,) •

4.7 Assertion: rad(Ann(g)) a J in HA.

Proof: It suffiees to show that f = a,y+a 2x be+ongs to Ann(g)

f generates J. But ft.y m 0 sinee f E Ann(y) = J for some

The naturality of all the identifications made above shows that
t t= 0 .. f .g = 0 -- f .g = 0 • (f) m rad(Ann(g)) .

sinee

ti::O •
tf .y

On the other hand, rad(Ann(g)) must be invariant under Steenrod

algebra, being an assoe1ated prime for the module H
Q8

(X,x;k 1) over

HA • Henee its variety must be Fp-rational by Serre's theorem [29],

and J 18 not rational over F p by the ehoice of a • This eontra

diction establishes the theorem.

4.8 Remark. An alternative proof using a complexity argument is briefly

as follows. In the spectral sequence with E~,q aHP(A;Hq(W,WO)) which

converges to H*(EG x G(X,x) ~ H*(C;k,) , for p+q = constant, E~,q

1 0 only for one pair (p,q) . Thus multiplieation by ft shifts the

filtration in E~. But since there i5 only one non-zero term, it
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follows that an appropriate power of ft kills the ~~-term in this
case. This shows thät the radical of the annihilator of the module
cOAtains f. Hence the HA-variety of X is the intersection of' the
line l given by f with possible other lines. If this intersection
does not include l, then it must be zero dimensional, and one argues

that M must be Z2 x Z2 -projective accordingly, which is a contra

diction again.

The above results show the following theorem, due to Carlsson for

G = Z x Z [13] and to Vogel for G ~ aS (to appear) using calcula
PP.

tions with the Steenrod'algebra. An exposition of Vogel's theorem can

be found in [9].

4a9 Theorem. If all ZG-modules are realizable by Moore G-spaces, then

G is "metacyclic ll
, ias. all Sylow subgroups of Gare cyclic.

4a10 Remark. Jackowski, Vogel and several others have observed that

Carlsson's counterexample for Z x ~ implies that for G ~ Z x Z
. P P P P

the induced module is also a counterexamplea

Section 5. Some Exarnples

We have seen how to construct examples of ZG-modules .which are not

realizable by Moore G-spaceSa These also give examples of homotopy

actions on Moore spaces which are not equivalent to a topological ac

tion. The question arises whether these lead to criteria for homotopy

actions on more general spaces to be equivalent to topological actions.

It 15 helpful to consider the case of spaces which are bouquets of .

Moore spaces of different dimensions. Ne will briefly investigate the

possibility of realizing a given ZG-module M by a topological action

on such aspace. This module Marises from a homotopy action (X,a)

and as a consequence our examples reveal same properties of homotopy

actions on such spaces. Note that if a ZG-module M is indecomposable,

then M can be realized only by a Moore G-space. Thus to get new .

examples, we will consider decomposable modules.

By means of a simple construction using the modules of Section 4

and the theory.of Sections 2 and 3, we will show that for G ~ Z x ~
p p

the fqllowing hold.

(~). There is a ZG-module M = M1 e M2 ' where Mi f 0 are indecornpo-



-<

sable, such that neither li nor Mi are realizable ~y r·1oore G.-spa-

ces.

(5.2) There is an (n-1)-connected finite G-CW complex' X of dimension

n+' such that ~iäi(X) = M as ZG-module. Call this action ~: G x X
... X •

(5.3) X is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of spheres of dimension

n and n+' , but (X,~) is not G-homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of

spheres, with aG-action.

(5.4) Let P be the projective cover of M, and 0 ~ O(M,) ... P ... M,

~ 0 be an exact sequence of ZG-rnodules. Then an extension of M, and

O(M,) is realizable by a finite dimensional Moore G-space. Similarly

for M. This extension is non-trivial necessarily.~_

(5.5) We may choose M, = ~2 in the above.

(5.6) Since O(M,) i9 not realizable by a Moore 9pace either, we have

also examples of modules M, and M1 = O(M,) such that M, ~ M, 1s
not realizable by a topological action on a Moore space, but same non

trivial extension of M, and M, i5 realizable by a Moore G-space.

(5.7) We rnay construct examples where M, ~ O(M,) in the above. '

(5.8) There i8 a homotopy action of G, say a , on a finite bouquet

of n-spheres L, such that (L,a) and any suspension of this h-action
i i(E L,E a) are not equivalent to topological actions. But (LvEL,avEa)

is equivalent to ~ topological action.

(5.9)' VG(X) .,. V~(X) , thus the inclusion VG(X) c V~(X) of Proposi

tion 3.2 cannot be improved (even for finite dimensional spaces). Here
I

the varieties are taken over kG . Here VG(X) = 0 while ~iHi(X,x;k)

is not kG-free.

(5.'0) Radicals of the annihilators in HG of HG(X,x;k) and

H*(G;H*(X,x;k)) are not equal.

(~) We may choose Mi such that the projectivity criterion 2.' daes

not apply.to x. This will follow because we will chopse Mi such

that Q Hi(X,x) Izc is ZC-projective for all C c G , leI: prime, hut

miHi(X,x) is not ZG-projective. Thus Theorem 2.1 cannot be extended

to all G-spaces without additional hypotheses (even for finite dimen
sional G-spaces) .

(5.12) For appropriate choices of M1
be realizable by any G-space, ~i ~ 0

and M2 ' M a M,m M2
, i : 1,2 •

will not
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5.13 Exarnple. It suffices to consider G ~ Z x ~ , and the abovep p
assertions (whenever' applicable). hold for G => 7L x Z or G => Q8 .p p
Co~sider the ~G-module M

1
construeted in Theorem 4.4. For some.of the

assertions such as (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7), let.· p = "2 , 0t:herw1se p

1s any prime. We rnay ehoose M1 to be Z-free and ~G-indeeomposable.

From the exact sequence:

(5.'4)

it follows that M21~c 1s ZC-projeetive for all C c G , lel= prime
while M2 is not ZG-project1ve, sinee M, 1s not ZG~projective.

Therefore M2 1s not realizable by a Moore G-space either. Let M =

M, ~ M2 . The same holds for M.

We may take bouquets of sand r free G-orbits of n-spheres,

i.e.

There exists a G-map f: X2 ~ X, such that f*: Hn (X 2) ~ Hn(X,J ean
be identified with the ZG-homomorphisrn ~: (ZG)r ~ (ZG)s after appro

priate identifications Hn(X,) ~ (~G)s and Hn (X
2

) ~ (ZG)r • Then the

mapping cone of f is a finite G-space X 'whieh satisfies (5.1) and

(5.2) above, in view of the exact sequenee (5.14), (5.1) and (5.2)

irnply (5.3).

n The projeetive cover of M, , namely P , sat~sfies ? ~ P ~ F,

~ F2 ~ 0 where F,. and F2 are ~G-free (not necessarily finitely

generated) • Thus P can be realized via the mapping.cone Xo of the
n , n-1 '

G-map g: r (G+AS - )i ~ ~ (G+AS )j eorresponding to n (i.e.

g* = n in Hn_1(-1~) ). Xo is also free off the base point. In the

exact sequence:

(5.15)
'4'

o : Mi : P ~ M, : 0

the hornomorphism ~. ean be realized by a G-map f': Xo ~ X which in

duces f~: H (XO) ~.H (X) , f~ = ~ , by equivariant obstruction theo-- . n n
ry (or see [3]). The rnapp1ng cone of f' , say Y, 15 a Moore G-space

and Hn+1 (Y) 1s the extension in the sequenee:

(5.16)



Thus an extension of MI and M2 1s realizable by t?e Moore G-space. 1
y • Thi~ proves (5~4).· Since M, is a periodic module'by,construction,

by taking G a ~2 x Z2 we can fulfill (5.5) - (5.7). If we wish to
'Ü

choose' M, a ,M2 for odd p, just take the exact sequence

1;

(5.17)

where Pi are projective covers, and Ker~=M1 sines M1
to be indecompesable. (5.17) exists due to periodieity of

is the analogue of (5.'4) and we can use Pi instead of

is chosen

M, . This

Fi ' 1=',2

Sinee all these modules are realizable by homotopy ac~ions (ob

struction theory), the assertion (5.8) follows easily from the pre

vious ones.

Ta see (5.9), note that V~(k ~ M,) i8 not Fp-rational by the
r - r

construction (cf. Seetion 4). Thus VG ( $iHi (X;k)) ': VG(k 8 (M,EB M2)) a

rVG(M,) is not rational ovar F . But VG(X) is rat~onal over r
p r r P

(see the proof of 2.'). Thus VG(X) ~ VG ( $iHi(X;k)) . Since VG(M,)

is only one line, in this case it follows that VG(X) = 0 in fact.

Except for (5.'2) whieh will ba proved below separately, the ether

assertions follow from the above discussion and elem~ntary considera-

tions.

Again, in the following G::lZ xZ
p P

or

5.18 Theorem. There exists a decornposable ~G-module M which cannot

be realized by the total reduced homology of any G-space. There are

hornotopy actions (X,a) realizing M, and all such (X,a) are not

equivalent to topological actions.

Proof: As before, WB may assume G = Z x Z and the general ease
p p

fellows from this ease. Choose u . and u B as in Theorem 4.4, such
2 a 2'

that u
a

~ ua (rnod I) and the lines in k given by ua and u
B

are distinet. Corresponding to these cheices we get indeeornposable

Z-free ~G-modules Ma and MB whose rank varieties are the lines de

termlned by Ua and Ua • Neither Ma nar Mß i~.realizable by a

Moore G-space using the projectivity criterion 2.'. For the same rea

son, wt(M
a ) , WS(MS) or any direct Suffi of them are'not realizable

by Moore G-spaces (see Section 3). Any w-composite of M
a

and Me i5

of the form:

(5.19)
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and this extension is determined by a elass n E EX~(wt~~Q) , wS(Me)).
8y tensorinq with k, we qet

(5.20) . 0 -to.~t(MQ0 k) ... U 0 k ... wS(MaS k) .... 0

1 t sand a correspondinq elass niE ExtkG(w (MQ0 k) , w (MaS k)) • We claim
'"that this class vanishes, so that (5.20) 1S split and U 0 k = w(MaS k)

t 1 te w (M 0 k) • But this follows from the fact that ExtkG(w (M~S k) ,
~S(Mß8C1k})~H1(G,wt(Ma8 k)*9 wS(MaS k}) = 0 , where * means dual with

respeet to k • The last, assertion i8 a consequenee of J. Carlson ten

sor product formula ([11] Theorem 5.6) as follows. The rank .variety of

wt(M 8 k)* is seen to be the same as VGr(wt(M S k}) ~ VGr(M Q k) by
CI ~ CI

the definition of v r , and V~(wtfM 8 k)* Q wS(MaS k)) = V~(M 8 k) n
r CI t CI s

VG(MCl 8 k) = 0 by the ehoiee' of CI and ß. Henee "W" (MClS k) * 0 w

(Ma 8 k) is kG-free by (4) of Seetion 2, and n' = 9 as a eonsequence.

Now suppose M c Ma $ Mß 'is realizable by a G-space. Then an w-eompo

site of MaS k and MßS k i8 realizable by a Moore G-space by Co

rollary 3.5. 8y the above discussion, any such w-composite 1s spl1t

and it cannot be realized by a Moore G-spaee einee it does not 8at1sfy

the projeet1v1ty criterion (Theorem 2.1).

Since M is realizable by a homotopy action, the second assertion

follows ••
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